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Hi , I am having difficulty in understanding the benefit of using the passive interface command under OSPF.. Look at it this
way On R3 you have a total of 7 interfaces running to OSPF process, serial 0/1 and the 6 loopback interfaces (L0, L20, L25,
L30, L35 and L40).

1. passive interface
2. passive interface rip
3. passive interface ospf command

Now, the passive interface command is applied to all the interfaces on R3 bar the serial interface.. Background info: R2 to R3 is
OSPF Area 0 including the loopbacks and R1 to R2 is RIPv2.. The scenario is from Chapter 4 of the CCNP Route Manual Lab
4-1 "Redistribution between RIP and OSPF" R3 has the following loopbacks : Lo 0 : 172.. but there are no other routers out the
other interfaces Why would you send hello messages and continue to listen on interfaces that will never produce a neighbor?
Scott You obviously understand what the "passive-interface" command does.. 168 35 1 , Lo40: 192 168 40 1 and are advertised
with the network statements 'network 172.

passive interface

passive interface, passive interface ospf, passive interface rip, passive interface default, passive interface ospf command,
passive interface meaning, passive interface rip command, passive interface configuration, passive interface default in ospf,
passive interface isis Download Chrome 72 For Mac

16 0 0 0 0 255 255 area 0 and network 192 168 0 0 0 0 255 255 area 0' respectively.. The question I have is, in this scenario am
I actually saving any CPU cycles or memory on the router R3 ?, since I have applied all manor of debug and wireshark captures
to this scenario and I cannot or havn't witnessed any difference.. A passive interface will advertise a network (belonging to a
link) without actually sending updates on that link.. We then apply 'no passive interface s0/1' which is R3's serial interface and
the adjacency between R3 and R2 is restored. Mike Oldfield Crises Deluxe Edition Torrent
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passive interface rip

 Bus Simulator 16 Download For Mac
 on page 187/188 of the manual the 'passive-interface default' is applied to the OSPF routing process on R3 and I can
immediately see that the adjacency between R3 and R2 goes down, which I would expect since none of the interfaces can
process packets for OSPF. Apple Mac Pro 2008 Manual

passive interface ospf command

 Bju Dating Rules

The OSPF process is sendingh and listening for Hello's on all seven of these interfaces.. 16 3 1 , Lo20: 192 168 20 1 , Lo25: 192
168 25 1 , Lo30: 192 168 30 1 , Lo35: 192.. Its like saying , don't receive or send any OSPF packets on these interfaces but it
wasn't anyway !!! Any help would be greatly appreciated , Cheers , Phil.. Passive-interface command is used in all routing
protocols to and then in the next line i write no passive-interface from the respective Serial.. So looking at R1 and R3,
presumably they have other attached network interfaces.. This lab will discuss and demonstrate the configuration and
verification of EIGRP Passive Interfaces.. var q = 'no%20passive-interface%20serial%200%2F1%2F1'; IP Routing: Protocol-
Independent Configuration Guide, Cisco IOS Release 15SIP Routing: Protocol-Independent Configuration Guide, Cisco IOS
Release 15S-Default Passive InterfacesConfiguring EIGRP Passive Interface.. Its just that the loopbacks don't appear to be
sending or receiving any OSPF information eitherway. 34bbb28f04 Free Download Brain Games For Android Mobile Phone
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